Intralesional and metastatic heterogeneity in malignant melanomas demonstrated by stereologic estimates of nuclear volume.
Regional variability of nuclear 3-dimensional size can be estimated objectively using point-sampled intercepts obtained from different, defined zones within individual neoplasms. In the present study, stereologic estimates of the volume-weighted mean nuclear volume, nuclear vv, within peripheral and central zones of cutaneous, primary, and secondary malignant melanomas were obtained. For comparisons, estimates of nuclear vv were also obtained from primary and metastatic melanomas, based on stereologic measurements taking the whole tumor sectional areas into consideration. Estimates of nuclear vv were on average larger in the peripheral zones of primary melanomas, than nuclear vv in central zones (2p = 6.7 x 10(-4), whereas no zonal differences were demonstrated in metastatic lesions (2p = 0.21). A marked intraindividual variation was demonstrated between primary and corresponding secondary melanomas (2p = 1.7 x 10(-39). These results do not necessarily indicate clonal heterogeneity, but are in agreement with the hypothesis of polyclonal and monoclonal composition of primary and metastatic neoplasms, respectively. Estimates of nuclear vv based on measurements of whole sectional areas of primary melanomas showed large interindividual variation. This finding emphasizes that unbiased estimates of nuclear vv are robust to regional heterogeneity of nuclear volume and thus suitable for purposes of objective, quantitative malignancy grading of melanomas.